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U.S. building coalition after Saudi oil
attack, Iran warns against war
DUBAI (Reuters) - The United States said
on Thursday it was building a coalition to
deter Iranian threats following a weekend
attack on Saudi Arabian oil facilities.
Iran has warned U.S. President Donald
Trump against being dragged into a war in
the Middle East and said it would meet any
offensive action with a crushing response.
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said
that Trump, who has ordered more sanctions
on Iran, wants a peaceful solution to the
crisis.
RELATED COVERAGE
U.S. consulting with Saudi Arabia on ways
to counter threats from north
Saudi minister says complacency towards
Iran will encourage further hostilities:
Twitter
See more stories
He was speaking after talks with Saudi and
Emirati leaders over the strike that Washington and Riyadh have blamed on Tehran.
Iran denies involvement in the Sept. 14
attack that initially halved Saudi oil output
and which Pompeo earlier called an act of
war against the world’s largest oil exporter.
Pompeo appeared to soften his tone on
Thursday after talks with Abu Dhabi’s crown prince, the de facto ruler
of the United Arab Emirates, which is Riyadh’s main Arab ally.
“We are here to build out a coalition aimed at achieving peace and a
peaceful resolution. That’s my mission, that’s what President Trump certainly wants me to work to achieve and I hope that the Islamic Republic
of Iran sees it that way,” Pompeo told reporters.
He did not provide details about the coalition. The United States has
however been trying to create a global maritime security alliance since
attacks on oil tankers in Gulf waters, which Washington also blamed on
Iran.
Pompeo described his proposed coalition as “an act of diplomacy while
the foreign minister of Iran is threatening all out war”.
Iran’s foreign minister, Mohammed Javad Zarif, told CNN that the
Islamic Republic “won’t blink” if it has to defend itself against any U.S.
or Saudi military strike, which he said would lead to “all-out war”.
U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and U.S. special representative on
Iran Brian Hook arrive at al-Bateen Air Base in Abu Dhabi, United Arab
Emirates September 19, 2019. Mandel Ngan/Pool via REUTERS
‘B TEAM’
Zarif mocked Pompeo, saying he was part of a so-called “B-team”,
along with Saudi Arabia’s crown prince, which is trying to dupe Trump
into opting for war.
Pompeo on Wednesday met Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, who has called the assault on oil plants a “test of global will”.
Riyadh has displayed what it described as remnants of 25 Iranian drones

U.S. Secretary of State Mike Pompeo and U.S. special representative on Iran Brian Hook arrive at
al-Bateen Air Base in Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates September 19, 2019. Mandel Ngan/Pool
via REUTERS
and missiles used in the strike, saying it was undeniable
evidence of Iranian aggression.
Pompeo earlier welcomed an announcement by the
UAE that it was joining the maritime coalition, a day
after Riyadh said it would too.
Britain and Bahrain previously said they are participating but most European countries have been reluctant to
sign up for fear of stoking regional tensions. Iraq said it
would not join the mission, and also rejected any Israeli
role in it.
Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov urged all countries in the Gulf to sit down for talks to defuse tensions
and said groundless accusations against Iran over the
attacks were inflaming tensions, Interfax news agency
reported.
Yemen’s Iran-aligned Houthi movement, which is
battling a Saudi-led military coalition, claimed responsibility for the assault on two Saudi oil plants, including
the world’s largest processing facility. U.S. and Saudi
officials rejected the claim, saying the attack had not
come from the south.
Kuwait, which said earlier this week it was investigating the detection of a drone over its territory, has
put its oil sector on high alert and raised security to the
highest level as a precautionary measure.
Oil prices, which soared following the attack, steadied
after Saudi Arabia pledged to restore full oil production

by the end of September.
U.N. MEETING IN FOCUS
Proof of Iranian responsibility, and evidence
that the attack was launched from Iranian territory, could pressure Riyadh and Washington, which
want to curb Iranian influence in the region,
into a response.
Pompeo said the attacks would be a major
focus of next week’s annual U.N. General
Assembly meeting and suggested Riyadh
could make its case there.
Iran’s Zarif accused Pompeo of trying to “dodge
a U.S. obligation” to issue visas for Iran’s U.N.
delegates.
Tehran says the U.S. accusations are part of
Washington’s “maximum pressure” policy on Iran
to force it to renegotiate a 2015 nuclear deal with
world powers, which Trump exited last year, reimposing sanctions to choke off Iran’s oil exports.
Tehran, which has gradually scaled back its nuclear commitments, has rejected any talks unless
sanctions are lifted.
“The United States is now using oil as a weapon;
oil is not a weapon,” Iranian Oil Minister Bijan
Zangeneh said.
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USA’s ‘First Biometric Terminal’
In Operation At Atlanta Airport
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
Photo above shows new biometric
scanning technology at Terminal F in
port in Atlanta, Georgia. (Photo/Delta
Air Lines).
Imagine looking at a screen for two secThen you glance at a screen for another
two seconds to drop off your bags at a
luggage station? How easy would it be to
merely look at another screen to breeze
through ID checks at TSA security checkpoints or the departure gate?
All this, without having to use your passport.
Now all this is reality.
Airport and Delta Air Lines have opened
terminal, which promises to improve aviation security while moving travelers faster
through screening.
“Atlanta airport -- the busiest airport in the
in the US to roll this out,” Delta Chief
the terminal’s opening on November 29.
“It saves nine minutes on the ground for
the boarding process which is time that
our customers won’t be spending in lines
waiting to board the aircraft.”
The biometric ID technology being used
here is facial recognition. It’s a camera-based system that compares scans of
photos curated by US Customs and Border
Protection (CBP).
Passengers use a facial recognition screen
to verify their identities before boarding
Mexico City on Thursday.

Delta’s competitors -- including JetBlue,
American Airlines and Southwest Airlines
-- have started pilot facial recognition
programs at a handful of US airports for
international boarding. But so far, Delta
says Atlanta is the only airport to also offer biometrics for check-in, luggage and
TSA ID checks.
CBP says America’s air travel industry
is on a path toward widespread adoption
eventually, say industry leaders, domestic
It’s the “next leap in airport security,” says
Matt Cornelius, vice president of Airports
Council International, North America. Alnology and it “continues to evolve very
rapidly,” he says it “still has a lot of development to go.”
It’s more secure
Using the system is totally optional.
Passengers who don’t feel comfortable using it can opt to go through traditional ID
groups say they’re worried facial recognition databases are subject to limited accountability and vulnerable to government
abuse or lack of oversight.
Experts and authorities believe biometric
ID technology will make airports and air
travel safer in an era when aviation is targeted by criminals and terrorists.
“Facial recognition is much better from a
security perspective than a paper, barcode
scan,” said John Selden, Atlanta airport’s
new general manager who spent four
years as deputy general manager at New
York’s JFK International Airport. “This
technology is leading the way in improving security.”
Your face can be your passport
In a nutshell, here’s how it works:
If you’re unfamiliar, facial recognition
technology uses a complex algorithm that
recognizes each person’s unique facial
characteristics -- including shapes of eyes,
noses, mouths, proportional relationships
and other factors.

Delta Air Lines offers customers in
Atlanta the option
of using facial recognition technology to check in for inter-

conditions, for example. “If you do get rejected, all you do is present your passport
and your boarding pass.”
TSA facial recognition screens are now

-- Passengers enter their passport numbers

Airport.
Wagner says the technology will be continually improved with a goal of 100%
effectiveness.
When it does work, the CBP’s facial recognition database can help authorities nab
travelers who use false passports. Recently three airline passengers at Washington’s
Dulles International Airport were caught
over a period of 40 days, according to
CBP.
Privacy questions
When authorities have your facial image
in a database, you’re giving up control
over how the government can use it, said
Jeramie Scott at the Electronic Privacy
Information Center, a Washington-based
organization aimed at protecting privacy.
The CBP says facial images of US citizens
scanned at airports are deleted from their

eral kiosks in the international terminal
by pressing a touch-screen tab labeled
“LOOK: Facial Recognition” and looking
into the screen. The image is compared to
-- Drop your luggage at the nearby airline
baggage drop station by looking into a
camera.
-- At the TSA screening area, look into a
scanner screen and show your boarding
pass. No need to pull out your passport or
driver’s license.
A typical stop at a TSA ID check station
can take 11-20 seconds. With this -- in less
than three seconds -- boom, you’re cleared
to continue on through the TSA passenger
and carry-on baggage screening lanes.
Next year at Atlanta’s international terminal, TSA plans to use facial recognition so
participating travelers won’t have to show
a boarding pass either.
It has a 98% success rate
Finally, at your departure gate, instead
of having to pull out your passport be-

Alabama, said he was willing to try the
CBP system. “We have no privacy concerns,” he said, waiting with his family to
board Delta Flight 365 to Mexico City.
“Maybe it makes the boarding a little
quicker,” King said. “That would be good,
not only for me but for all the passengers.”

images of non-citizens who arrive in the
US are stored for 75 years, the CBP website says, and departure photos of non-citizens are deleted after 14 days.

originated in Atlanta used the facial scanner and boarded the Boeing 737-700 on
time in about 10 minutes. Only a few had
to show their passports because the system
rejected their scanned images.
It’s expanding to other airports
Outside the US, airports such as Singapore’s Changi, Amsterdam’s Schiphol and
Aruba International Airport reportedly already offer biometric check-in and boarding capability at some gates and terminals.
Airports in Japan reportedly
are rolling out
facial recognition boarding facilities at several airports this year.
China’s Hongqiao International Airport is
also using facial recognition for security
screening, according to The Independent,
and is in the process of expanding to a full
curb-to-gate facial recognition system.
London’s Heathrow plans to start testing
an end-to-end facial recognition program
next year.
Meanwhile, Delta is expanding its biometric program. “We’ll look to scale this at all
our hubs internationally, and aspirationally, throughout our entire operations,” West
said, implying the addition of US domestic travelers. Delta plans to kickoff a facial

Biometric facial recognition cameras have
been installed at Delta Air Lines’ baggage

internationally out of Detroit in mid-December.
Passengers should always have the ability
to opt out of any facial recognition system,
Cornelius said.
Full implementation is “a number of
years away,” Cornelius said. Wagner said
the CBP hopes to have facial recognition
boarding at all US airports serving inter-

International Airport.
Delta’s West said the airline never has
control of the CBP database -- “only the
ability to access it to verify identity.”
Privacy advocates are calling on lawmakers to create legal safeguards to prevent
the abuse of these kinds of databases.
As for passengers, Keary King of Dothan,

Right now, airports’ main concern is getting these systems up to speed, Cornelius
said.
If all goes as planned, airports believe facial recognition can reduce those annoying bottlenecks at security lines and make
air travel safer for all of us. (Courtesy cnn.
com)

the jetway entrance. In 2 seconds, you’re
cleared and bouncing down the jetway to
the screen to take care of any technical
hiccups.
Yep, once in a while, the screen doesn’t
recognize a face.
In fact, about 1%
or 2% of the time,
face scans aren’t
able to verify passengers, said John
Wagner, CBP deputy assistant commissioner. He blames
that on bad scan images -- poor lighting
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U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer, Chinese Vice Premier Liu He
and U.S. Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin take their position for a family
photo at the Xijiao Conference Center in Shanghai

FILE PHOTO: The Levi Strauss & Co. logo is seen on display ahead of IPO on floor of New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) in New York

A U.S. flag on an embassy car is seen outside a hotel in Shanghai, China, July 31, 2019.
REUTERS/Aly Song

US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer and Treasury Secretary Steve Mnuchin in China

A car with a U.S. flag arrives at the Fairmont Peace Hotel on The Bund in Shanghai, China
July 30, 2019. REUTERS/Aly Song

FILE PHOTO: Models take a selfie during a promotional event of Northwest Cherries in Shenzhen

Chinese and U.S. flags flutter near The Bund, before U.S. trade delegation meet their
Chinese counterparts for talks in Shanghai, China July 30, 2019. REUTERS/Aly Song

FILE PHOTO: Bottles of the Chinese spirit baijiu are on display at a bar in Beijing,
China June 22, 2017. REUTERS/Thomas Peter/File Photo
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USA’s ‘First Biometric Terminal’
In Operation At Atlanta Airport
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
Photo above shows new biometric
scanning technology at Terminal F in
port in Atlanta, Georgia. (Photo/Delta
Air Lines).
Imagine looking at a screen for two secThen you glance at a screen for another
two seconds to drop off your bags at a
luggage station? How easy would it be to
merely look at another screen to breeze
through ID checks at TSA security checkpoints or the departure gate?
All this, without having to use your passport.
Now all this is reality.
Airport and Delta Air Lines have opened
terminal, which promises to improve aviation security while moving travelers faster
through screening.
“Atlanta airport -- the busiest airport in the
in the US to roll this out,” Delta Chief
the terminal’s opening on November 29.
“It saves nine minutes on the ground for
the boarding process which is time that
our customers won’t be spending in lines
waiting to board the aircraft.”
The biometric ID technology being used
here is facial recognition. It’s a camera-based system that compares scans of
photos curated by US Customs and Border
Protection (CBP).
Passengers use a facial recognition screen
to verify their identities before boarding
Mexico City on Thursday.

Delta’s competitors -- including JetBlue,
American Airlines and Southwest Airlines
-- have started pilot facial recognition
programs at a handful of US airports for
international boarding. But so far, Delta
says Atlanta is the only airport to also offer biometrics for check-in, luggage and
TSA ID checks.
CBP says America’s air travel industry
is on a path toward widespread adoption
eventually, say industry leaders, domestic
It’s the “next leap in airport security,” says
Matt Cornelius, vice president of Airports
Council International, North America. Alnology and it “continues to evolve very
rapidly,” he says it “still has a lot of development to go.”
It’s more secure
Using the system is totally optional.
Passengers who don’t feel comfortable using it can opt to go through traditional ID
groups say they’re worried facial recognition databases are subject to limited accountability and vulnerable to government
abuse or lack of oversight.
Experts and authorities believe biometric
ID technology will make airports and air
travel safer in an era when aviation is targeted by criminals and terrorists.
“Facial recognition is much better from a
security perspective than a paper, barcode
scan,” said John Selden, Atlanta airport’s
new general manager who spent four
years as deputy general manager at New
York’s JFK International Airport. “This
technology is leading the way in improving security.”
Your face can be your passport
In a nutshell, here’s how it works:
If you’re unfamiliar, facial recognition
technology uses a complex algorithm that
recognizes each person’s unique facial
characteristics -- including shapes of eyes,
noses, mouths, proportional relationships
and other factors.

Delta Air Lines offers customers in
Atlanta the option
of using facial recognition technology to check in for inter-

conditions, for example. “If you do get rejected, all you do is present your passport
and your boarding pass.”
TSA facial recognition screens are now

-- Passengers enter their passport numbers

Airport.
Wagner says the technology will be continually improved with a goal of 100%
effectiveness.
When it does work, the CBP’s facial recognition database can help authorities nab
travelers who use false passports. Recently three airline passengers at Washington’s
Dulles International Airport were caught
over a period of 40 days, according to
CBP.
Privacy questions
When authorities have your facial image
in a database, you’re giving up control
over how the government can use it, said
Jeramie Scott at the Electronic Privacy
Information Center, a Washington-based
organization aimed at protecting privacy.
The CBP says facial images of US citizens
scanned at airports are deleted from their

eral kiosks in the international terminal
by pressing a touch-screen tab labeled
“LOOK: Facial Recognition” and looking
into the screen. The image is compared to
-- Drop your luggage at the nearby airline
baggage drop station by looking into a
camera.
-- At the TSA screening area, look into a
scanner screen and show your boarding
pass. No need to pull out your passport or
driver’s license.
A typical stop at a TSA ID check station
can take 11-20 seconds. With this -- in less
than three seconds -- boom, you’re cleared
to continue on through the TSA passenger
and carry-on baggage screening lanes.
Next year at Atlanta’s international terminal, TSA plans to use facial recognition so
participating travelers won’t have to show
a boarding pass either.
It has a 98% success rate
Finally, at your departure gate, instead
of having to pull out your passport be-
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Alabama, said he was willing to try the
CBP system. “We have no privacy concerns,” he said, waiting with his family to
board Delta Flight 365 to Mexico City.
“Maybe it makes the boarding a little
quicker,” King said. “That would be good,
not only for me but for all the passengers.”

images of non-citizens who arrive in the
US are stored for 75 years, the CBP website says, and departure photos of non-citizens are deleted after 14 days.

originated in Atlanta used the facial scanner and boarded the Boeing 737-700 on
time in about 10 minutes. Only a few had
to show their passports because the system
rejected their scanned images.
It’s expanding to other airports
Outside the US, airports such as Singapore’s Changi, Amsterdam’s Schiphol and
Aruba International Airport reportedly already offer biometric check-in and boarding capability at some gates and terminals.
Airports in Japan reportedly
are rolling out
facial recognition boarding facilities at several airports this year.
China’s Hongqiao International Airport is
also using facial recognition for security
screening, according to The Independent,
and is in the process of expanding to a full
curb-to-gate facial recognition system.
London’s Heathrow plans to start testing
an end-to-end facial recognition program
next year.
Meanwhile, Delta is expanding its biometric program. “We’ll look to scale this at all
our hubs internationally, and aspirationally, throughout our entire operations,” West
said, implying the addition of US domestic travelers. Delta plans to kickoff a facial

Biometric facial recognition cameras have
been installed at Delta Air Lines’ baggage

internationally out of Detroit in mid-December.
Passengers should always have the ability
to opt out of any facial recognition system,
Cornelius said.
Full implementation is “a number of
years away,” Cornelius said. Wagner said
the CBP hopes to have facial recognition
boarding at all US airports serving inter-

International Airport.
Delta’s West said the airline never has
control of the CBP database -- “only the
ability to access it to verify identity.”
Privacy advocates are calling on lawmakers to create legal safeguards to prevent
the abuse of these kinds of databases.
As for passengers, Keary King of Dothan,

Right now, airports’ main concern is getting these systems up to speed, Cornelius
said.
If all goes as planned, airports believe facial recognition can reduce those annoying bottlenecks at security lines and make
air travel safer for all of us. (Courtesy cnn.
com)

the jetway entrance. In 2 seconds, you’re
cleared and bouncing down the jetway to
the screen to take care of any technical
hiccups.
Yep, once in a while, the screen doesn’t
recognize a face.
In fact, about 1%
or 2% of the time,
face scans aren’t
able to verify passengers, said John
Wagner, CBP deputy assistant commissioner. He blames
that on bad scan images -- poor lighting
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Scores of Americans are in an uproar since Food Safety News revealed
the U.S. Department of Agriculture
(USDA) will soon allow U.S. chickens
to be sent to China for processing before
being shipped back to the states for human consumption.
This arrangement is especially disturbing given China’s subpar food safety record and the fact that there are no plans
to station on-site USDA inspectors at
Chinese plants.
Also, American consumers won’t know
which brands of chicken are processed
in China because there’s no requirement
to label it as such.
It’s Already Done With Your Seafood
To ease concerns, lobbyists and chicken
industry proponents argue no U.S. company will ever ship chicken to China for
processing because it wouldn’t work
economically.

“Economically, it doesn’t make much
sense,” said Tom Super, spokesman
for the National Chicken Council, in
a recent interview with the Houston
Chronicle. “Think about it: A Chinese
company would have to purchase frozen chicken in the U.S., pay to ship it
7,000 miles, unload it, transport it to a
processing plant, unpack it, cut it up,
process/cook it, freeze it, repack it,
transport it back to a port, then ship it
another 7,000 miles. I don’t know how
Yet, a similar process is already being
used for U.S. seafood.
According to the Seattle Times, doDungeness crab are being processed in
China and shipped back to the U.S. be“There are 36 pin bones in a salmon
and the best way to remove them is by
hand,” said Charles Bundrant, founder
of Trident, which ships about 30 million
pounds of its 1.2 billion-pound annual
harvest to China for processing. “Some-

USDA Gives Green Light To Ship Chicken From USA To
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• Potentially harmful sauces made with
rock salt and recycled spices.

China For Processing -- Then Back To US For Consumption
Compiled And Edited By John T. Robbins, Southern Daily Editor
thing that would cost us $1 per pound
labor here, they get it done for 20 cents
in China.”
Ken Maschhoff, president of the National Pork Producers Council, was
one of the few commenting in favor of
the new rule. He suggested that USDA
add a requirement for inspection of all
PRC poultry shipments at U.S. ports
of entry “before being released into the
marketplace, just as U.S. meat and poultry exports to China now are subject to
inspections at that country’s port of entry.”
Maschhoff said pork producers “want
the United States to remain the gold
standard in the world for food safety.”
He said his organization supports the

Low Pay, Poor Safety Record
Bureau of Labor Statistics data estimates that American poultry processors
are paid roughly $11 per hour on average. In China, reports have circulated
that the country’s chicken workers can
hour—which casts doubt on Super’s
economic feasibility assessment.
China’s food safety system, which is
said to be decades behind America’s, is
highly questionable given some of the
more recent food safety scandals that

have surfaced in the country:
More than 300,000 Chinese children
have suffered illness, and several have
died, from melamine-tainted milk powder.

Dangerously high levels of mercury
have been found in Chinese baby formula.
More than $1 million worth of rat and
other small mammal meat has been sold
to Chinese consumers as lamb. (Courtesy http://wisemindhealthybody.com/
ecowatch/)
Related
USDA Gives Green Light To China’s Poultry Inspections
Audit released is for processing, not
slaughter
(Sept. 2017) The “our beef for your
chicken deal” hatched by President
Donald Trump with the People’s Republic of China last May appears to be
on track.
CFI called out some of China’s “serious
food safety events,” including;
• Melamine in baby formula
• Toxins in pet treats
• Rat meat sold as lamb
• Smuggling of decades old frozen meat
• Restaurant using discarded cooking oil
• Tainted meats sold at fast food outlets

grounds on which to oppose it.
FSIS auditors inspected four Chinese
poultry facilities, three in the Shandong
Province and one in the Anhui Province.
Two microbiology laboratories, one
each in Shandong and Anhui, were also
inspected.
CFI says four establishments is too
small of a subset of China’s poultry
producers to make a favorable decision. It questions whether USDA has
the resources to conduct audits “at the
frequency needed to ensure the safety of
Chinese products.”

FSIS plans annual equivalency reviews
of China’s food safety systems for meat
and poultry products. The agency may
order so-called “secondary inspections”
of meat imports at U.S. ports of entry.
(Courtesy http://www.foodsafetynews.
com/2017)

